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Russia offers to jointly design, build submarines
Manu Pubby,
NEW DELHI: India has received a joint submarine design and construction proposal from Russia to
build on the technology transfer acquired while building the nuclear fleet, and
promises to drastically reduce the cost of Navy’s next-generation vessel plan.
The proposal, believed to have been discussed at the top level during the Sochi
summit in May, offers an alternative to an upcoming $10 b P 75I tender for six
new diesel electric submarines that the Navy requires. These are to be fitted with
an Air Independent Propulsion (AIP) system that significantly increases their
ability
to
stay
underwater.
“The Russian side has offered a transfer of all intellectual property for the design
and prototype construction. This will mean that there are also no limits to the
number of submarines that can be built under the project...,” officials familiar
with the details told ET while the current plan is to go in for a global competitive
process that will involve companies from Russia, France, Germany and Sweden,
the official proposal from Moscow is for a government-to-government deal for
joint design with the Advanced Technology Vessel Project (ATVP). This is the
project that gave India its first nuclear armed submarine, the INS Arihant, which
was constructed in Vizag with considerable assistance from Russia.
Sources told ET that the proposal is for joint design and building of a prototype,
following which the technical knowhow and papers would be transferred to the
selected Indian shipyard for construction. The design consultancy for the project
is pegged at under $200 million, something that could result in savings of
immediate payments for the Navy for its next-generation submarines.
Under the competitive process, an initial payment of over $ 2 billion (20% of
total cost) might be necessary, which given the Navy’s current budget
projections, seems difficult. The proposal seeks to design the submarine to meet
Indian requirements, including installation of the BrahMos missiles on board, as
well as a jointly developed AIP system with the Defence Research and
Development Organisation. Sources involved in the Indian nuclear submarine project said that the proposal
can build on the technology that has already been transferred to India but has to be scrutinized carefully to
ensure that critical knowhow is not held back. Several parts required under the proposal are already being
produced in India, including high strength steel for submarine hulls.
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Mechanical Failures, crashes prompt China Develop
new Fighter jets: Report
China is developing a new fighter jet for aircraft carriers, which will replace its J-15 planes after a series
of mechanical failures and crashes, as it pursues global navy ambitions, a media report said today.China is
currently building a third aircraft carrier after launching the second aircraft carrier for sea trials.Under the new
military strategy, China has been ramping the strength of its navy to expand its global influence and feverishly
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building aircraft carriers in the last few years. A late entrant to the use of aircraft carriers, China has been
making use of its first aircraft carrier Liaoning, a refit of the former Soviet Union vessel to carry out extensive
experiments including operating the aircraft from the deck. The Liaoning was launched in 2012.
Many of China's home-grown fighter jets have had problems with their engines, aircraft design and
modifications, according to a report by Hong Kong-based South China Morning Post. With restrictive access to
high tech military products of the US, EU and Russia, China had developed the J-15 planes, based on a prototype
of the fourth-generation Russian Sukhoi Su-33 twin-engine fighter aircrafts. The design of the J-15 planes
developed by Shenyang Aircraft Corporation, a unit of state-owned Aviation Industry Corporation of China, is
over 30 years old. With a maximum take-off weight of 33 tonnes, the aircraft is the heaviest active carrier-based
fighter jet in the world.
The need to develop a new fighter jet has become more pressing after a series of unpardonable
mechanical failures that have killed one top PLA pilot and injured another, the report said.
The report also quoted Lieutenant General Zhang Honghe, deputy head of the PLA Air Force, as saying
that a new carrier-based fighter to replace the J-15 was being developed. Beijing-based naval expert Li Jie said
China needs to develop the new fighter jet as it plans to create at least four aircraft carrier groups to fulfil its
global navy ambitions and defend its growing overseas interests.
In order to improve the combat effectiveness of the Chinese aircraft carrier strike groups, it is necessary
to develop a new carrier-based fighter, he said, adding that the FC-31 stealth fighter could be used as a model
to replace the J-15.
China's FC-31 is a newer generation stealth fighter that made its first flight in 2012, and is smaller and
lighter than the J-15. The Post quoted two sources close to the military as saying that there had been at least
four crashes involving the J-15, although only two of them have been reported by state media.
The J-15 is a problematic aircraft its unstable flight control system was the key factor behind the two
fatal accidents two years ago, one of the sources said.
Pilot Zhang Chao, 29, died in a crash in April 2016 as he tried to save his J-15 fighter jet, whose flight
control system was breaking down during a mock landing on an aircraft carrier, according to state
media reports. Three weeks later, his colleague Cao Xianjian, believed to be in his 40s, was seriously injured as
he tried to deal with the same problem on a J-15. It took him more than a year to recover. All the J-15s were
grounded for three months after the crashes, which undermined morale in the air force and navy, the report
said. The aviation experts at first refused to acknowledge that the J-15 has design problems...They only agreed
there were problems after Cao encountered the same trouble, the report quoted one of the sources as saying.
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Isro conducts first crew escape test for India's
manned mission to Space
By Surendra Singh
Highlights
 The crew escape system is being developed as part of the proposed human spaceflight programme
Thursday's test lasted 259 seconds, and involved aborting the shuttle after launch in an emergency .
 situation. Test on Crew Bailout System or 'Pad Abort' at Sriharikota a success: Isro chief .
New Delhi: Taking a first step towards the country's human space flight programme, Indian Space
Research Organisation (Isro) on Thursday morning successfully tested a capsule that will carry an Indian
astronaut to space in future. The experiment on 'Pad Abort' or crew bailout system was conducted at a test
facility in Sriharikota. Explaining the nature of the test, Isro chairman K Sivan a told TOI: "The experiment on
the 'Pad Abort' or crew bailout system a at 7 am in Sriharikota was a grand success Instead of a person, a crew
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model was used. The model was kept in a capsule and This was attached to a rocket engine When the solid
engine motor was fired and launched into air, the crew capsule got detached from the engine in air after some
time, moved away from it, a parachute was deployed and the capsule landed safely at a designated spot on the
sea. The 259-second test on the crew capsule was significant as this would be a crucial component of of the
indigenous human space flight programme.
The experiment on the critical technology was meant to check the safety mechanism of the human space
capsule and to see if the crew can bail out easily if any untoward accident happens during the test-flight of the
spacecraft." On the upcoming tests related to the manned mission, Sivan said, "Our next test will focus on
aborting the capsuule at flight mode. Like today's test, many components needed for the country's first manned
mission will be tested in near future." Casting a light on various systems required for the manned mission, the
Isro chairman said, "A human space programme focuses on taking a human to space and bringing him back to
the Earth safely.
For that purpose, we will have to provide a life support system to our crew within the spacecraft
Therefore; we will have to make arrangement for continuous oxygen supply, controlled pressure and
environment system, food supply, human waste discharge charge system and crew protection system involving
the escape capsule." On the project budget, Sivan said, "After today's successful successful test, we will now
prepare a project report and submit the same to the government for approval.
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